

































































Talk36th CALL, Leiden 28-30 August 2006
“Different languages employ different means for the formal 
expression of focus. 












by means of 
special morphemes and particles. This is the situation in 








































































  instance, serves to emphasize a word or phrase by
 
a 





(2002:154) (on Fon) 
If the focussed
 
element “is linked to the direct object 
position of the verb[. T] there is a short pause after [the 
focus marker] wɛ̀...”
 





to the subject position of the verb. (…), there is no pause 






















































Based on the literature, it seems that the pragmatic category 
‘focus’
 
is mostly expressed by morpho-syntactic means. 
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#  H  H
 
grandma   know     
way.DEF
  ‘A/the grandmother knows the way.’
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  ‘A/the grandmother has enjoyed life.’
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1. Focus on the subject (42 utterances)









S  + FM
 





















O  + FM
 





3. Focus on the object (in-situ) (36
 
utterances)
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in a sound attenuated recording booth 
-
 
with one male educated speaker of A
-
 
at 44Khz in digital format
-
 
reading lists (question-answer paradigms):
  recorded (at least) five times, each time in a different 
randomized order  at least five tokens per sentence type
 
6 sentences x 3 conditions x at least 5 repetitions > 90
Intro
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For these utterances 
-
 
the speech stream was annotated phonemically in Praat
-
 
the duration of each phoneme was calculated via a script  
-
 
the F0 was calculated and time-normalized via a script
Intro
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Sound pressure wave form 
Spectrogram with overlaid 
fundamental frequency (F0) 
contour 
segmentation window with 
transcription 36th CALL, Leiden 28-30 August 2006
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ny ny onu am oa













ny ny o nue a m oa
H H-Foc M HH H
n = 6
//
Subject Focus (with FM)
Object Focus (no Marking)
Time-normalized F0 contours
x-axes: phonemes
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a m e (e) d u a gb e














m a m a (e) d u a gb e














ny o n u (e) ny a m o a














ny o n u (e) d u n u o
// H non-H non-H H-Foc H H

  
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m a m a (e) ny a m o a
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ny o n u (e) d u n u o
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m a m a (e) ny a m o a
// non-H H H-Foc H H H
F0 –
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m a m a (e) ny a m o a
// non-H H H-Foc H H H
F0 –
 

























of FM) to 
play
 





































V O S V [O]Foc [O-é]Foc
 
S V
Syntax ? - 
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